Callaham Vintage Bridge Dimensions

CA-BR-S-VINT-64 (Arm = 5.250" | 133mm)
CA-BR-S-VINT-DG (Arm = 4.125" | 105mm)
CA-BR-S-VINT-FE (Arm = 6.000" | 152mm)

- 1954 - 1969 Stratocaster
- All Vintage Reissue
- Custom Shop Vintage
- Time Machine Reissues
- '50s, '60s, '70s Classic Series MIM
- Made in Japan Reissue
- Crafted in Japan Reissue
- Highway 1 Through 2005
- Road Worn MIM
- Eric Johnson Signature
- Jimmie Vaughan Tex Mex Strat
- Jimi Hendrix Signature
- Yngwie Malmsteen Signature
- Richie Blackmore Signature
- Eric Clapton Signature
- J5 Triple Tele
- MIM Deluxe w/ Gold Plated Vintage Bridge

Callaham Vintage Narrow Bridge Dimensions

CA-BR-S-VINT-VN6664 (Arm = 5.250" | 133mm)
CA-BR-S-VINT-VN6664 (Arm = 4.125" | 105mm)
CA-BR-S-VINT-VN6664 (Arm = 6.000" | 152mm)

- HH1954 - 1969 Stratocaster
- HHAll Vintage Reissue
- HHCustom Shop Vintage
- HHTime Machine Reissues
- HH'50s, '60s, '70s Classic Series MIM
- HHMade in Japan Reissue
- HHHighway 1 Through 2005
- HHRoad Worn MIM
- HHEric Johnson Signature
- HHEric Clapton Signature
- HHCrafted in Japan Reissue
- HHDeluxe w/ Gold Plated Vintage Bridge